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Crystallographic structures of the bc1 complex from
different sources have provided evidence that a move-
ment of the Rieske iron-sulfur protein (ISP) extrinsic
domain is essential for catalysis. This dynamic feature
has opened up the question of what limits electron
transfer, and several authors have suggested that move-
ment of the ISP head, or gating of such movement, is
rate-limiting. Measurements of the kinetics of cyto-
chromes and of the electrochromic shift of carotenoids,
following flash activation through the reaction center in
chromatophore membranes from Rhodobacter spha-
eroides, have allowed us to demonstrate that: (i) ubiqui-
nol oxidation at the Qo-site of the bc1 complex has the
same rate in the absence or presence of antimycin
bound at the Qi-site, and is the reaction limiting turn-
over. (ii) Activation energies for transient processes to
which movement of the ISP must contribute are much
lower than that of the rate-limiting step. (iii) Compari-
son of experimental data with a simple mathematical
model demonstrates that the kinetics of reduction of
cytochromes c1 and bH are fully explained by the modi-
fied Q-cycle. (iv) All rates for processes associated with
movement of the ISP are more rapid by at least an order
of magnitude than the rate of ubiquinol oxidation. (v)
Movement of the ISP head does not introduce a signifi-
cant delay in reduction of the high potential chain by
quinol, and it is not necessary to invoke such a delay to
explain the kinetic disparity between the kinetics of
reduction of cytochromes c1 and bH.

Enzymes of the bc1 complex family are central components of
all the main energy transduction systems of the biosphere, and
catalyze essentially the same reaction, the transfer of reducing
equivalents from a quinol (ubihydroquinone, QH2,1 in the clas-
sical bc1 complexes) in the lipid phase to a higher potential

acceptor protein in the aqueous phase. This electron transfer is
coupled to transfer of 1 H�/e� across the membrane. It is
generally agreed that the complex functions through a Q-cycle
mechanism (1–7). The coupling to proton transfer depends on a
bifurcated reaction at the Qo-site of the complex, in which the
two electrons from QH2 are passed to two different chains. The
initial acceptor of the first electron from quinol is the [2Fe-2S]
cluster of the Rieske iron-sulfur protein (ISP), which feeds
electrons via a bound c-type heme (cytochrome (cyt) c1 in the
bc1 complex) to a mobile electron carrier protein (cyt c) that
then reduces a terminal acceptor (cytochrome oxidase in the
mitochondrial chain, an oxidized photochemical reaction center
in photosynthetic systems). It is supposed from general princi-
ples of quinone chemistry (3) that a semiquinone intermediate
is formed at the Qo-site, but this has not been detected. The
second electron from quinol is passed to a lower potential chain,
containing the low (cyt bL) and higher (cyt bH) potential hemes
of cyt b, which spans the membrane and delivers electrons to a
second quinone processing site on the other side. This is the
Qi-site, at which quinone (Q) is reduced to quinol. Because this
reaction requires two electrons, the Qo-site has to turn over
twice, oxidizing two QH2, releasing 4 H�, and delivering two
electrons successively to each chain. The Qi-site functions as a
two-electron gate, storing the first electron as a bound semiqui-
none. The two successive one-electron reactions lead to uptake
of two H� on complete reduction of quinone. For the mitochon-
drial complex the overall reaction is shown in Equation 1; in
�-proteobacteria, cyt c is replaced by cyt c2.

QH2 � 2cytc� � 2H�
N% Q � 2cytc � 4H�

P (Eq. 1)

Here subscripts N and P denote the protochemically negative
and positive aqueous phases.

The experimental evidence in support of a Q-cycle (1) has
been extensively reviewed (see Refs. 3–11). A modified version
of the original Q-cycle (Scheme 1) was proposed to explain
apparent anomalies in the pre-steady-state kinetics of the bc1

complex in chromatophores from the photosynthetic bacteria
Rhodobacter sphaeroides and Rhodobacter capsulatus (2, 9, 12).
Although the bacterial systems had provided some of the clear-
est examples of kinetic effects that were not easily accounted
for by earlier Q-cycles (see Ref. 13), similar effects were re-
ported in several studies of the pre-steady-state kinetics in
mitochondrial complexes, most notably the extensive work
from De Vries (14–20). The kinetic disparities seemed to be
well explained by the modified Q-cycle. The mechanism was
highly constrained by the set of reactions, the stoichiometry of
components, and by measured physicochemical parameters for
rate and equilibrium constants. These constraints allowed dis-
crimination from the many alternative models proposed at the
time. In the explication of this mechanism, a critical feature
was the recognition that the complex operated as an independ-
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ent enzyme (21) and that oxidation of two equivalents of QH2 at
the Qo-site were necessary for complete turnover of the complex
(2, 21). In the presence of antimycin as an inhibitor at the
Qi-site, turnover of the complex was inhibited because elec-
trons could not leave the b-heme chain. Although four oxidizing
equivalents, two in each of the chains (ISPox and cyt c1

�, hemes
bL and bH), were available to accept electrons from QH2, the
two QH2 oxidation reactions had different equilibrium con-
stants, and the low value for the second of these (Keq � 1)
effectively limited the antimycin-inhibited complex to oxida-
tion of the first QH2. Furthermore, the first electron entering
the oxidized high potential chain was shared between available
acceptors, predominantly ISPox and ferricytochrome c1, with a
distribution at pH 7 that favored reduction of ISPox as the
higher potential component. This fraction was therefore not
seen in the kinetics measured at wavelengths appropriate for
cyt c1 and c2 (cyt ct). These features appeared to account for the
kinetic mismatch between the rates of reduction of cyt ct and bH

in the absence or presence of antimycin that had previously
seemed contrary to the Q-cycle.

Although recent crystallographic structures have confirmed
the main features expected from the Q-cycle, there were several
unexpected findings. The most dramatic was the evidence for a
large domain movement of the ISP to bring the [2Fe-2S] cluster
to two distinct reaction sites (22–24). At the interface on cyto-
chrome b near the Qo-site (b-interface), the ISP oxidizes quinol,
and then moves through �25 Å to deliver an electron to cyto-
chrome c1 (at the c-interface). Mobility of the ISP extrinsic head
has been the subject of much recent work, and the results have
provided strong evidence that movement is required (Refs.
24–28, reviewed in Refs. 7 and 10). The movement implies
participation of five catalytic interfaces in turnover, the three
sites (Qo, Qi, cyt c1) expected from the modified Q-cycle model,
and two more for the catalytic interfaces at which ISP reacts.
The mobile extrinsic head acts as a second substrate at the
Qo-site, and this introduces an additional level of complexity to
the complications arising from the bifurcated nature of the
reaction (24, 29–31).

Results from work in Rb. sphaeroides chromatophores had
suggested that, apart from the rate-limiting first electron
transfer, all reactions associated with movement of the ISP
were rapid, that the kinetics of electron transfer from ISPH to
cyt c1 occurred with t1⁄2 � 10 �s, and that all these reactions had
relatively low activation barriers (32, 33). The rapid electron
transfer rates between ISP and c1 have recently been confirmed
by experiments using direct photoactivation of cyt c1 oxidation
through ruthenium complexes (34, 35). Despite these indica-
tions of a rapid movement, other groups have suggested that
movement of the ISP extrinsic head itself might be limiting in
transfer of the first electron to cyt c1 and in the overall reaction.
Several different scenarios have been discussed, in all of which
rate limitation is suggested to occur at a step other than the
first electron transfer reaction itself. In the simplest of these
schemes, the kinetic disparity between rates of reduction of cyt
c1 and bH seen in mitochondrial complexes has been taken as
evidence for a kinetic impediment at the level of ISP movement
(36–38). Several groups have espoused more complex schemes
involving “conformational gating” of electron transfer between
the Qo-site and cyt c1 through a conformational coupling; the
reduced ISP is held in position close to cyt b until released by
conformational changes linked to electron transfer events else-
where in the complex. These events have been variously sug-
gested to be the electron transfer from a semiquinone-ISPred

complex to heme bL (39–41), electron transfer in the b-heme
chain (38), rotation of Glu-272 associated with release of the
second proton (11), and events at the Qi-site (36, 42). Some

support for “gated” mechanisms has come from structures. In
several of these, marked asymmetries between the two halves
of the dimeric complex have been observed (43, 44), and it has
been suggested that these show short or long range conforma-
tional couplings that might be linked to dissociation of the
ISPred (11, 42, 43, 45).

In this paper we present evidence to show that in the native
bc1 complex assayed in situ in chromatophore membranes from
Rb. sphaeroides the movement of the ISP is not limiting, and
that the kinetic disparities can be accounted for entirely in
terms of the postulates of the modified Q-cycle. We suggest
that, with suitable modification of physicochemical parame-
ters, the same explanations can account for the apparent ki-
netic anomalies observed in mitochondrial complexes.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Growth of Cells and Isolation of Chromatophores—Cells of the wild
type Rh. sphaeroides Ga were grown photosynthetically at 30 °C in
Sistrom’s medium, and chromatophores were prepared by conventional
methods (13). Cells of the pC2P404.1 strain (native cyt c2 superpro-
ducer) of Rb. sphaeroides Ga (46) were grown photosynthetically at
30 °C in Sistrom’s medium in the presence of 2 �g/ml tetracycline using
red filters to minimize antibiotic photooxidation. The cyt c2 superpro-
ducer strain was used in some experiments to minimize delays in
transfer of an oxidizing equivalent from RC to the bc1 complex because
of recycling of cyt c2.

Spectrophotometric Determination of Redox Changes of Cytochromes,
Photoactive Pigment, and Electrochromic Shift of Carotenoids—Kinet-
ics of cytochromes and the electrochromic carotenoid bandshift were
measured with two similar single beam kinetic spectrophotometers of
local design. Light pulses were provided by xenon flash (�5 �s half-
duration), or in rapid kinetic mode, by a frequency tripled (�, 355 nm),
Q-switched (FWHM, 10 ns) Nd YAG laser (Surelite II, Continuum) at a
flash energy of 160 mJ fed into an optical parametric oscillator tuned to
800 nm (output flash energy 12 mJ). Fast, flash-induced cytochrome c2

oxidation kinetics were measured with a cooled large area (5 mm in
diameter) avalanche photo diode from Advanced Photonix (Camarillo,
CA).

The ambient redox potential in the cuvette was adjusted by adding
small amounts of K3Fe(CN)6 or Na2S2O4, and the suspension was kept
anaerobic by a constant flow of argon gas above the sample. The redox
changes of cyt c1 plus cyt c2 (�ct) were measured at 551–542 nm (�mM

�20 mM�1 cm�1, Refs. 47 and 48). Cytochrome bH reduction was meas-
ured at 561–569 nm (�mM� 20 mM�1 cm�1, Ref. 2) in the presence of
antimycin. The RC concentration was estimated at 542 nm (�mM �10
mM�1 cm�1, Refs. 47 and 49).

To minimize interference from overlapping absorbance changes, we
also determined the kinetics of cytochromes from kinetics traces meas-
ured at 2–4 nm steps over the wavelength range from 540 to 575 nm,
using published spectra for c2, c1, P870, bL, and bH resolved by redox
titration or kinetic deconvolution (51).

Reagents—Antimycin A, myxothiazol, stigmatellin, N-methyl-
phenazonium methosulfate, carbonyl cyanide p-chlorophenylhydra-
zone, and MOPS were obtained from Sigma. Inhibitors were dissolved
in ethanol and stored at �20 °C.

RESULTS

Physicochemical Parameters Pertinent to the System—The
experimental systems used for measurement of the pre-steady-
state kinetics in chromatophores and mitochondrial complexes
are similar. To bring out this similarity, Fig. 1 shows typical
kinetics for the absorbance changes of cytochromes measured
in chromatophores. Experiments were performed in the ab-
sence (left) or presence (right) of antimycin. The extinction
coefficients for cyt ct (551–542 nm) and cyt bH (561–569 nm) are
similar (�mM � 20 � 1 mM�1 cm�1) at these wavelength pairs.
At the ambient redox potential of the experiment (Eh � 100
mV) the reduction of cyt bH seen after a saturating flash in the
presence of antimycin represents �90% of the total accessible
bc1 complex. At Eh � 100 mV, the quinone pool is �30%
reduced, and the rate of QH2 oxidation at the Qo-site is close to
maximal. A saturating flash of �5 �s initiated electron trans-
fer. Because the RC is in 2-fold excess, two oxidizing equiva-
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lents are available to the bc1 complex, and reach the Qo-site
through sequential oxidation of the components of the high
potential chain, cyt c2, then cyt c1 (see Fig. 2 for the resolved
kinetics), and then ISP. After oxidation of the high potential
chain, the state of the bc1 complex is formally similar to that in
experimental protocols used with mitochondrial systems,
where QH2 is added to the oxidized complex by stopped-flow
mixing (see, Refs. 15, 16, 42, and 52), or generated in the
oxidized complex using photoactivation of caged-UQH2 (36).

The traces of Fig. 1 show the kinetic effects that had seemed
contrary to earlier Q-cycle models. 1) In the absence of inhibi-
tor, cyt c2 and c1, measured together as cyt ct, are rapidly
oxidized after photoactivation, and then re-reduced, with �
�1.5 ms. 2) Under these conditions, cyt bH undergoes a small
transient reduction, indicating that the rate of oxidation is
more rapid than the rate of reduction. 3) In the presence of
antimycin, cyt bH becomes reduced (after a well defined lag of
�120 �s) with � �0.5 ms, and remains reduced. 4) Under these
conditions, about 70% of the extent of re-reduction of cyt ct is
inhibited. The remaining 30% is reduced with � � 0.83 ms, and
the inhibited portion much more slowly. 5) In a simple Q-cycle
model, cyt bH and c1 are, in the presence of antimycin, the
terminal acceptors in their respective chains. From a naive
perspective, it might be expected that electrons from the bifur-
cated reaction would appear with equal stoichiometry, and
equal rate at the two centers. This is clearly not the case. 6) The
rate of reduction of heme bH in the presence of antimycin shows
the minimal rate of QH2 oxidation. If the site operates at the
same rate in the absence of antimycin, electrons must be reach-
ing the high potential chain at that rate. However, the kinetics
of reduction of cyt ct are clearly about 3-fold slower than this.

Essentially the same characteristics were seen in the pre-
steady-state kinetics of the isolated mitochondrial complex re-
ported from several labs using stopped-flow (14–16), or rapid-
mix/freeze-quench approaches (15, 16, 42, 52). In these studies,

a quinol reductant was added to the fully oxidized complex. In
all cases, the kinetics showed a mismatch in which the reduc-
tion of cyt c1 was slower than that of cyt bH. The experiments
by Hansen et al. (36), who used a caged UQH2 to provide
reductant to the oxidized mitochondrial complex on photoacti-
vation, had the advantage compared with most previous work
of introducing a more native substrate, but the results were in
general similar to those of previous reports.

Time Resolved Kinetics in the High Potential Chain—The
spectra of cyt c2 and c1 have overlapping absorbance bands,
with maxima at 550 and 552 nm. Both cytochromes can be
measured using a wavelength pair of 551–542 nm, and the
kinetics then show two phases of oxidation, with t1⁄2 �5 and
�150 �s, representing the oxidation of cyt c2 by the oxidized
photochemical RC (with P� generated in the flash), and its
reduction by cyt c1, respectively (48). The kinetics can be re-
solved by choice of suitable wavelength pairs (48), or by decon-
volution of traces at several wavelengths over the �-band re-
gion (53). This later procedure has been used in the experiment
shown in Fig. 2, in which the flash-induced oxidation of cyt c2

and c1 are shown on a fast time scale. The traces show a rapid
oxidation of cyt c2 (�10 �s), followed by reduction, the latter
with kinetics matching the oxidation of cyt c1. Oxidation of cyt
c1 is delayed by �50 �s before onset, likely because of the time
for dissociation of cyt c2

� from the RC, and its diffusion to the
bc1 complex. The subsequent rise in kinetics showed a � � 165
�s. To avoid complications associated with multiple turnovers
of cyt c2 that occur in wild-type chromatophores, the above
experiments were done with a strain that overproduces cyt c2.
Similar rate constants for the oxidation phases of the kinetics
have previously been reported in chromatophores prepared
from wild-type cells (48).

The Rate of QH2 Oxidation in the Absence and Presence of
Antimycin—In experiments with the isolated bc1 complex, in
which a quinol is added to the fully oxidized enzyme in the
absence of antimycin, the rate of reduction of heme bH is more
rapid than in the presence of antimycin, and is polyphasic (see
Ref. 52). In the presence of antimycin, the more rapid phases
are prevented, and a slower rate is observed (15, 16).

It had previously been assumed that the rate of heme bH

reduction observed in the presence of antimycin reflected the
uninhibited rate of the Qo-site (2). However, it has recently
been suggested by several groups that occupancy of the Qi-site

FIG. 1. Kinetics of cyt bH and ct in the absence (A) and presence
(B) of antimycin A. Kinetic traces at 542, 551, 561, and 569 nm were
measured in chromatophores from Rb. sphaeroides suspended in 100
mM KCl, 50 mM MOPS, pH 7.0, at 21 °C. Mediators were present at the
following concentrations: 1 �M N-methylphenazonium methosulfate,
N-ethylphenazonium ethosulfate, and 2,3,5,6-tetramethyl-p-phe-
nylenediamine, and 150 �M Fe-EDTA, and the reaction mixture was
poised at Eh � 100 � 5 mV throughout the experiment. Electrochromic
changes were suppressed by inclusion of 10 �M valinomycin, nigericin,
and gramicidin. The kinetic changes of the redox centers were obtained
by subtraction as shown. Traces shown are an average of 16, with 2 min
dark adaptation between saturating 5-�s xenon flashes. Response time
of the detection electronics (90% completion) was set at 20 �s. Because
the extinction coefficients for both cytochrome changes at the wave-
length pairs used are similar, the traces show relative changes in
concentration.

FIG. 2. The kinetics of flash-induced changes of cyt c1 and c2 in
Rb. sphaeroides chromatophores (pC2P404.1 strain). The kinetics
of cyt c1 and c2 were obtained by deconvolution of absorbance changes
measured over the wavelength range from 540 to 560 nM. Chromato-
phores were suspended in 100 mM KCl, 50 mM MOPS, pH 7.0, with 50
�M 2,3,5,6-tetramethyl-p-phenylenediamine, 10 �M valinomycin, 10 �M

nigericin, and 0.5 mM sodium ascorbate. Traces shown are the average
of 32, with 10 s between measurements. Time constant for measure-
ments was 1.7 �s.
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might have an effect on the activity of the Qo-site, and in
particular that antimycin at the Qi-site slows the Qo-site reac-
tions, accounting for the difference in rates of cyt bH reduction
(36–38, 42). In experiments with the isolated complex, this
hypothesis cannot be easily tested. However, in the sealed
vesicles of the chromatophore system, the rate of QH2 oxida-
tion, and the flux through the b-heme chain to the acceptor at
the Qi-site, can be readily measured through the associated
electrogenic processes. The electron transfer from Qo-site to
Qi-site occurs across the membrane through the b-heme chain,
as shown clearly by the structures, and is therefore electro-
genic. It can be followed by the “membrane voltmeter” of the
carotenoid electrochromic absorbance changes (2, 54, 55), the
amplitude of which is proportional to membrane potential (56).

The traces in Fig. 3A show the kinetics of the electrochromic
change in the presence and absence of myxothiazol. The com-
mon fast phase is because of electrogenic electron transfer
through the photochemical reactions. The slow phase, shown
by the difference kinetics with and without myxothiazol, is
because of the electrogenic processes of the bc1 complex (Fig.
3B). In the trace shown in Fig. 3C, the kinetics of reduction of
heme bH are shown under the same experimental conditions,
except that antimycin was present. Because 1 cyt bH is present
per monomer, the initial rate can be scaled in terms of elec-
trons/bc1 complex, to give a value of �1.3 e�/bc1/ms, as shown
by the fitted line. In the absence of antimycin, the number of

charges crossing the membrane depends on the stoichiometry
of reaction center to the bc1 complex. In chromatophores from
the cells of the Ga strain of Rb. sphaeroides grown under
standard light conditions, the stoichiometry of RC to bc1 com-
plex is close to 2:1, as determined by quantitative measurement
of absorbance changes (2). As a consequence, two oxidizing
equivalents are available in the high potential chain after a
saturating flash, and the full consumption of these through the
bifurcated reaction in the absence of antimycin requires oxida-
tion of two equivalents of QH2. Because two of the four elec-
trons are transferred across the membrane to the Qi-site, the
amplitude of the electrochromic change in the absence of anti-
mycin corresponds to the electrogenic effect of two electrons.
The slope of the initial rate can be scaled to two electrons, and
shows a value of 1.3 e�/bc1/ms. Within the error of the approx-
imations involved, this is the same as that for cyt bH reduction
in the presence of antimycin. The similarity of these two rates
shows that the initial rate of the bifurcated reaction is not
affected significantly by the presence of antimycin at the Qi-
site. In Fig. 3D, the two kinetic traces have been normalized to
the same scale in terms of electron/bc1 complex, that for cyt bH

to one, and that for the electrochromic change to two electrons.
The third trace shows the difference between these two, ob-
tained by subtraction.

Kinetic Characteristics of the Bifurcated Reaction and the
Lag before It Starts—In the traces in Fig. 4A, the reduction
kinetics of cyt bH following flash excitation are shown at three
different temperatures, and on a time scale that resolves the
initial lag phase. An Arrhenius plot using data from these and
similar experiments is shown in Fig. 4B, and is similar to those

FIG. 3. Comparison of QH2 oxidation in the presence and ab-
sence of antimycin. A, absorbance changes because of electrochromic
response of carotenoids measured at 503 nm. Change in the absence of
inhibitor is because of electrogenic events associates with RC and bc1
complex. Changes in the presence of myxothiazol reflect RC-associated
electrogenic events (including oxidation of cyt c2). Chromatophores from
Rb. sphaeroides Ga (at �0.5 �M reaction center) were suspended in 100
mM KCl, 50 mM MOPS buffer, pH 7.0, with the following redox media-
tors: 1 �M each of 2-OH-1,4-naphthoquinone and pyocyanin; 2 �M each
of 2,3,5,6-tetramethyl-p-phenylenediamine, N-ethylphenazonium etho-
sulfate, and N-methylphenazonium methosulfate; 10 �M each of p-
benzoquinone, 1,2-naphthoquinone, 1,4-naphthoquinone, and duroqui-
none. Traces shown were the average of 20 separate traces, with 60 s
between measurements. Myxothiazol at 10 �M was added where indi-
cated. The instrument response time was �10 �s. B, difference kinetics
for electrochromic changes with and without myxothiazol, showing
electrogenic processes because of turnover of the Qo-site of the bc1
complex. C, reduction of cyt bH measured at 561–569 nm in the presence
of antimycin (conditions as for A, but with 10 �M antimycin). D, the
traces from frames B and C, normalized so that the electrochromic
changes have twice the amplitude of the cyt bH change. The trace
labeled difference is the difference between the normalized traces. The
vertical scale is shown in electrons/bc1 complex, using the assumptions
given in the text. All kinetic traces were measured at 30 °C.

FIG. 4. Kinetics of cyt bH reduction at different temperatures.
A, kinetics of cyt bH reduction in the presence of antimycin, measured
through the difference kinetics at 561–569 nm, at three temperatures,
as indicated. Chromatophores from Rb. sphaeroides Ga (at 0.5 �M

reaction center) were suspended in 100 mM KCl, 50 mM buffer MOPS,
pH 7.0, containing 10 �M antimycin, with the following redox media-
tors: 1 �M each of 2-OH-1,4-naphthoquinone and pyocyanin; 2 �M each
of 2,3,5,6-tetramethyl-p-phenylenediamine, N-ethylphenazonium etho-
sulfate, and N-methylphenazonium methosulfate; 10 �M each of p-
benzoquinone, 1,2-naphthoquinone, 1,4-naphthoquinone, and duroqui-
none. Also present were 2 �M each of valinomycin and nigericin, and 1
mM ferric sodium EDTA. Traces shown were the average of 20 separate
traces, with 60 s between measurements. The instrument response time
was �10 �s. The ambient redox potential in the cuvette was adjusted to
maintain �30% of the quinone pool reduced (Eh � 100 mV at pH 7.0,
25 °C), using the dependence of Em on temperature previously reported
(32). B, Arrhenius plots of the data from A, and similar experiments at
the temperatures shown. Values for rate constants, k, are expressed in
units (mole of QH2 oxidized) (mole of bc1)�1 ms�1; values for the 1/lag
are expressed in units ms�1.
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previously reported (33). The dashed lines in Fig. 4B show the
best linear fits to the data in the low temperature range. We
have argued elsewhere that these slopes reflect the true acti-
vation barriers (33). It is apparent from Fig. 4 that the pro-
cesses determining the rate of reduction of heme bH are slower,
and much more sensitive to temperature, than the processes
determining the lag, because they have values for Eact of �65
and �20 kJ mol�1, respectively. In addition, the lag phase is of
shorter duration, occupying a time scale of �120 �s, compared
with the � � 500 �s for the reduction kinetics.

The Lag Before Reducing Equivalents from QH2 Oxidation
Reach the High Potential Chain—We have previously charac-
terized the kinetics of oxidation of cyt ct in the presence and
absence of myxothiazol and/or UHDBT (or UHNQ), and noted
that with the latter inhibitors the oxidation was of greater
amplitude (48, 57, 58). We demonstrated that this was because
of binding of the reduced ISP by UHDBT, which prevented ISP
from passing electrons to cyt c1 (57). Similar effects have been
reported with stigmatellin (59, 60). In the presence of UHDBT,
UHNQ, or stigmatellin, the Em for ISP is shifted to higher
values, consistent with a preferential binding of the reduced
form. The structures have shown that the postulated interac-
tion occurs through a H-bond between a �C�O group on the
inhibitor and His-161 (beef numbering) of ISP. In kinetic stud-
ies with no inhibitor, or with myxothiazol, no transient phase of
oxidation to the level seen in the presence of UHDBT could be
observed; indeed, the final level of oxidation was approached
asymptotically, indicating that the rate of reduction of cyt c1 by
ISPred was much more rapid than the rate of oxidation through
cyt c2 (32, 58).

We have noted more recently that in the presence of myx-
othiazol, the rate of reduction of cyt c1 appeared to be more
rapid than in the absence of inhibitor, as seen in a slower rate
of cyt ct oxidation (31, 33). This effect is shown in the kinetic
traces of Fig. 5A, measured with the quinone pool oxidized.
With the quinone pool partly reduced, the phase of re-reduction
kinetics because of oxidation of QH2 in the bifurcated reaction
becomes rapid enough to truncate the oxidative phase, but a
rate of reduction of cyt c1, which is slower than the rate in the
presence of myxothiazol, is still apparent in the 100–500-�s
range (Fig. 5B). The difference kinetics with and without myx-
othiazol, or without myxothiazol but with the pool oxidized and
30% reduced, are shown in Fig. 5C. The difference curves follow
the same time course for the first �100 �s after the flash, but
diverge thereafter. The difference is because of electrons arriv-
ing from QH2, and the point of divergence shows the minimal
time needed for arrival of electrons from QH2 at cyt c1. It
should be noted that the lag measured in the experiment with
and without myxothiazol (�130 �s) is similar to the lag in cyt
bH reduction seen in the experiments of Figs. 3 and 4. The
difference between kinetics in the absence of myxothiazol, with
the pool initially oxidized and 30% reduced, also represents the
arrival of electrons from QH2, because, with the pool oxidized,
no electrons reach the Qo-site until after a delay of �1 ms
because of the time needed for QH2 to diffuse from the RC. This
shows a slightly longer lag of �190 �s.

DISCUSSION

The Effect of Qi-site Occupancy on the Kinetics of the Qo-site—
Before discussing the relevance of the mismatched kinetic fea-
tures attributed to the Qo-site reaction, a complication must
first be introduced. In the work with mitochondrial complexes,
kinetic features in the reduction of cyt b are present that are
not apparent in the kinetics seen in chromatophore under the
conditions reported here. In the absence of inhibitor, the initial
rate of reduction of cyt bH is severalfold faster than with anti-
mycin present, and can show multiple kinetic phases. The

initial rapid phase of cyt bH reduction reflects the activity of the
Qi-site. This was clearly demonstrated by De Vries et al. (15) in
rapid-mix/freeze-quench experiments in which the rapid phase
was shown to be insensitive to myxothiazol. A similar affect
was also noted by Tsai et al. (20), and rapid phases of cyt bH

reduction that were insensitive to Qo-site inhibitors have more
recently been studied by Snyder and Trumpower (52) in the
yeast mitochondrial complex. They also showed that the
polyphasic effects were dependent on the quinone used as re-
ductant, presumably because the equilibrium and rate con-
stants at the Qi-site depend on the relative Em value of the
quinone used and cyt bH. Similar kinetic effects were apparent
in recent work on the bovine mitochondrial complex by Hansen

FIG. 5. Kinetics of oxidation of cytochrome ct with and without
myxothiazol. Traces show cyt ct (slow phase, cyt c1; fast phase, cyt c2)
oxidation following flash excitation in the absence and presence of
myxothiazol. Reaction medium is as described in the legend to Fig. 4,
except that antimycin was omitted and myxothiazol was added, where
indicated, at 10 �M. In A, the ambient redox potential was poised at 200
mV; in B, the potential was poised at 100 mV. In C, the three traces
show: top, difference between traces from A and B in the absence of
inhibitor; middle, difference between traces from B with and without
myxothiazol; bottom, difference between traces from A with and with-
out myxothiazol.
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et al. (36), and provided the basis for their suggestion that
movement of the ISP head is the rate-limiting reaction. Unfor-
tunately the critical controls with Qo-site inhibitors were not
reported in this study, and the authors appeared unfamiliar
with the earlier explanation. Instead Hansen et al. (36) sug-
gested that “antimycin was able to affect the reaction chemis-
try at the P center of the enzyme as well as the N center . . . ”
through an allosteric interaction. On addition of antimycin, the
mismatch of reduction rates for cyt c1 and b similar to that seen
in previous studies, and in the chromatophore system, was also
apparent, but with a slower rate of cyt b reduction. As in the
chromatophore system (Fig. 1), the reduction of cyt c1 was
slower and of smaller amplitude than the reduction of cyt b.
Because the bifurcated reaction of QH2 oxidation involves a
concerted reduction of cyt b and ISP, it was argued that the
slower reduction of cyt c1 must indicate a delay in delivery of
electrons from reduced ISP to heme c1 (36–38). An explanation
of the apparent anomalies in kinetics of reduction of cyt bH and
ct in the chromatophore system had been earlier provided by
the modified Q-cycle (2).

As Scheme 1 shows, the isolated complex has two built-in
acceptors in both the high and low potential chains; ISP and cyt
c1 in the high potential chain, and hemes bH and bL in the low
potential chain. When the complex is blocked by antimycin,
which displaces occupants of the Qi-site and inhibits oxidation
of heme bH, only the two b-hemes are available to accept
electrons in the low potential chain. In the fully oxidized iso-
lated complex, only the ISP and cyt c1 are available to accept
electrons in the high potential chain. In the chromatophore
system, the stoichiometric ratio of reaction center to bc1 com-

plex ensures that two oxidizing equivalents are delivered to the
high potential chain of the complex on a saturating flash. The
observed distribution of electrons in the high and low potential
chains could be predicted by a simple computer model based on
the equilibrium constants (48, 50, 51). Because the Em7 value
for ISP (300 mV) is higher than that for cyt c1 (270 mV), the
first electron arriving in the high potential chain distributes
predominantly on ISP, and this fraction is therefore not seen
when measuring cyt ct. In the b-heme chain, the large Em

difference between bH and bL (Em7 � �50 and �90 mV, respec-
tively) favored distribution to bH. The kinetics showed that in
the uninhibited complex, both equivalents in the oxidized chain
were consumed on turnover following activation by a saturat-
ing flash. This required oxidation of two QH2 in the bifurcated
reaction (2). In the presence of antimycin, the equilibrium
constant for oxidation of the first QH2 was large (Keq � 480),
but because this consumed the two most favorable acceptors,
ISP and cyt bH, the value for oxidation of the second QH2

leading to reduction of cyt c1 and bL was much smaller (Keq �
1). This low value effectively constrained the Qo-site reaction to
one turnover in the presence of antimycin.

These simple facts were readily demonstrated (2, 9, 48, 50,
55, 58), and the experiments provided a detailed set of rate and
equilibrium constants that were used to model the observed
behavior (32). In developing these models, the distribution of
electrons between ISP and cyt c1 was assumed to be governed
by an equilibrium constant of �0.3 determined by �Em7, and a
forward rate constant of �105 s�1, determined from the differ-
ence kinetics with and without UHDBT (32, 48, 50, 57, 58).

The simple interpretation above would be seriously flawed if
the rate of QH2 oxidation at the Qo-site was markedly different
in the absence and presence of antimycin. The experiments
shown in Fig. 3 emphasize the fact that the first turnover of the
Qo-site is not dependent on occupancy of the Qi-site. The traces
in Fig. 3D show the kinetics for oxidation of the first QH2

(shown by the kinetics of reduction of heme bH in the presence
of antimycin, or by the initial rate in the absence of antimycin),
for both quinols (shown by the electrochromic change in the
absence of antimycin), and for the second QH2 (shown by the
difference kinetics). The delay in oxidation of the second QH2

likely reflects the sequential nature of the reaction. The lack of
distinct phases in the electrochromic kinetics shows that the
exchange of QH2 for Q needed to allow oxidation of the second
QH2 does not limit the reaction. Binding and unbinding of
substrate and product must be rapid compared with the rate
determining process. Because the oxidation of the second QH2

starts at 500 �s (380 ms after initiation of the first QH2 oxida-
tion), and is half completed at 1.1 ms, the combined times for
the exchange must be � � 200 �s.

Constraints on the Kinetics of Movement of the ISP Extrinsic
Domain—The data presented above allow us to put tighter
constraints on the dynamics associated with the movement of
the ISP. Analysis of the data requires that we first establish
the staring state of the system, and the different processes
associated with turnover. Scheme 2 is a simplified outline of
the processes involved in the oxidation of QH2. A more com-
plete scheme would show separate rate constants for all pro-
cesses, and recognize that binding interactions of the ISP cat-
alytic domain with its two reaction interfaces will have
equilibrium (and rate) constants that are dependent in redox
state for both ISP and reaction partner.

With respect to the movement of the ISP, and the lag phases
associated with transfer of one oxidizing equivalent from cyt c
(or c2) to drive the first turnover of the Qo-site, and of a reduc-
ing equivalent back to cyt c1, the important points are the
following. 1) The ISP head can be bound at the b-interface,

SCHEME 1. The modified Q-cycle, showing the reactions cata-
lyzed by the bc1 complex. The cyt b subunit is represented by the
dashed gray outline, and contains the Qo- and Qi-sites, connected by
hemes bL and bH. The ISP and cyt c1 catalytic domains and cyt c are
represented by dashed darker gray circles. Electron transfer steps are
shown by dark narrow arrows, proton release and uptake by lighter
arrows, binding and release of quinone species by broad curved arrows
(dark gray for Qo-site, light gray for Qi-site). Sites of inhibition are
indicated by block arrows showing sites at which the bound inhibitor
displaces quinone species. The dashed inhibitor arrow indicates that
the reaction of ISPH with cyt c1 is blocked by the interaction of ISPH
with stigmatellin at the Qo-site. See text for abbreviations.
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“free,” or bound at the c-interface. 2) The [2Fe-2S] cluster can
be either oxidized or reduced. 3) Association at the b-interface
can be with the Qo-site either vacant, or occupied by Q or by
QH2. 4) Association at the c-interface can be either with heme
c1 reduced or oxidized. 5) The starting state of the system will
depend on initial redox poise, and on the relative values for the
association constants that determine occupancies of the differ-
ent states. 6) Evolution of the system with time will depend on
the starting state, and on a set of rate constants for equilibra-
tion between all these states.

It will be obvious that a complete description would be some-
what intractable, and that we have only tentative values for
many of the rate constants. However, we can readily identify the
main processes, and assign to them apparent rate constants from
the literature (Scheme 2, legend). The experiments reported here
constrain possible values for all rate constants associated with

movement of the ISP. Before we can assign values, we must
identify the starting states for the experiments described.

Initial State of the System—The kinetic data reported above
were obtained under three well defined conditions, determining
the occupancy of the Qo-site, and the initial redox poise. 1) At
Eh between 180 and 200 mV, the UQ pool is completely oxi-
dized, the high potential chain almost completely reduced, and
the b-heme chain oxidized. 2) At Eh �100 mV, the UQ pool is
30% reduced, but the other components are essentially as in
condition 1. 3) Addition of myxothiazol in either state leads to
complete inhibition of QH2 oxidation by displacement of the
quinone or quinol occupants of the Qo-site.

The fractional occupancy of different positions of the ISP
head is dominated by the interaction of the reduced ISP with
the oxidized quinone, as detected in the gx � 1.80 line of the
EPR spectrum. This was confirmed by recent structural anal-
ysis showing that the iron density for the cluster of the ISP
bound at the b-interface increased as the high potential chain
was reduced (38). Defining the starting state requires precise
knowledge of the occupancy of this state, and how that varies
with the degree of reduction of the quinone pool.

Pulsed EPR experiments have shown that the gx � 1.80 line
reports a liganded state in which the reduced ISP is H-bonded
to quinone at the Qo-site in a configuration similar to that seen
in structures with stigmatellin (61). We have shown by meas-
urement of the kinetics of cyt c1 and c2 that the Em value for
ISP in this state is �40 mV higher than after addition of
myxothiazol (60). We argued that this represents the binding
energy for formation of the gx � 1.80 complex, from which an
association constant of �4 can be calculated. The same change
in Em of ISP on binding myxothiazol or mucidin was estab-
lished independently by direct redox titration (62, 63). From
these values, �80% of the ISP will be bound up in the gx � 1.80
complex under condition 1 (Eh �200 mV).

The relative occupancy of the gx � 1.80 complex as a function
of the degree of reduction of the quinone pool has been estab-
lished by redox titration, showing a dependence on Eh similar
to that of the quinone pool, with an Em value of �90 mV (17, 64,
65). From this value, we can estimate that 56% of the ISP will
be bound in the gx � 1.80 complex under condition 2. In the
presence of myxothiazol, all evidence points to dissociation of
ISP from the b-interface to either the free state or the c-
interface (condition 3) (23, 24, 29, 60, 61).

Factors Determining the Initial Lag in Reduction of Cyt bH in
the Presence of Antimycin—The lag in reduction of cyt bH

depends on the redox state of the quinone pool, and can be
attributed to two processes. 1) When the reaction mixture is
poised at Eh � 180 mV (condition 1), and the system is dark
adapted for �1 min, the quinone pool is oxidized before the
flash, and reduction of cyt bH is limited by the availability of
QH2. At neutral pH, the lag seen under these conditions (�1
ms) is the time needed to get QH2 from the RC to the Qo-site,
including electron transfer in the RC, proton uptake, the leav-
ing time of QH2 from the QB-site, diffusion within and across
the membrane, and binding at the Qo-site. From experiments
in which the ratio of lipid to protein in chromatophores was
varied, we concluded that diffusion distance was a significant
term (66). 2) With the pool 30% reduced (Eh �100 mV, condi-
tion 2), the rate of cyt bH reduction is close to maximal, and the
lag reaches a minimal value of �120 �s. This lag must include
the time taken to deliver an oxidizing equivalent to the Qo-site
via cyt c1 and the ISP. From the arguments above, and Scheme
2, a fraction of centers must exchange Q for QH2 at the Qo-site
before the bifurcated reaction can proceed. However, the lag
will be determined by the availability of the ES complex, which
can form without additional delay only in the �44% of centers

SCHEME 2. The different states of the bc1 complex following
flash excitation of chromatophores in the presence of antimy-
cin. A functional monomer of the bc1 complex is shown in different
redox states, occupancies of the Qo-site, and configurations of the ISP
head, that are of importance in the electron transfer from QH2 to cyt c1,
and in determining the lag phases discussed in the text. The cyt b
subunit is shown as a gray oval; the ISP is light gray, with the mobile
head domain simplified to an oval, and cyt c1 is dark gray, with the
heme binding domain as an oval. Oxidation or reduction of heme cen-
ters is indicated by � or � signs; reduction of ISP by H. A	, gx � 1.80
complex of ISPH with Q at the b-interface; B	, the state in which QH2
has replaced Q (bound state of ISPH is not known, but probably free); A
and B, states after transfer of the first oxidizing equivalent to cyt c1.
The equilibria between states A	, B	, and A and B (enclosed in dashed
box) reflect the redox state of the Q pool. C, state after oxidation of
ISPH; D, ES complex between ISPox and QH2 at the Qo-site (b-inter-
face); E, intermediate state after the first electron transfer; F, ES
complex of ISPH at the c-interface; G, product complex in the presence
of antimycin. For clarity, in state G, the electron is shown on cyt c1, but
would be shared between ISP and cyt c1 with an equilibrium distribu-
tion dependent on Em ISP, which varies with pH. In chromatophores
dark-adapted for �1 min at Eh �100 mV, the bc1 complex is in a
mixture of states A	 and B	, with �56% in the A	 state. Following a 5-�s
flash, the A	 3 A or B	 3 B steps follow the kinetics shown in Fig. 2.
Centers initially in state B	 evolve to D through additional steps of
electron transfer (B3 C) and ISP movement (C3 D). The oxidation of
QH2 occurs through steps D 3 G, which all follow the kinetics of the
limiting first electron transfer (D 3 E), as shown by the cyt bH reduc-
tion kinetics in Figs. 3 and 4. Centers initially in state A	 go through an
additional step involving ISP movement and exchange of Q for QH2
(A 3 B). Measured kinetic parameters are as follows: A	 3 A or B	 3
B, lag �50 �s, � � 150 �s (12, 31, 32, 60, and this paper); A 3 B, � �
30 �s (ISP), � � 200 ms (Q) (this paper); B3 C, � � 10 �s, 12.5 �s (31,
32, 35); C3 D, � � �s (32, and this paper); D3 G, � � 500 �s (31, 32);
D3 E, � � 500 �s (31, 32, 68); E3 F or F3 G, � � 30 �s (this paper).
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that are not involved in the gx � 1.80 complex (see Scheme 2).
In this fraction, exchange of Q for QH2 will not be required.
Furthermore, the ISP is likely unbound in this 44%, and there-
fore more free to reduce cyt c1 as it becomes oxidized. If we
assume that the lag is determined by this fraction, then the
contributing processes will be those between B	 and D in
Scheme 2: (a) the electron transfer events leading to oxidation
of ISP (which are limited by the availability of oxidized cyt c1)
(B	 to C), and (b) transfer of the first oxidizing equivalent, by
movement of the ISP from the c-interface to the b-interface,
and binding of ISPox at the Qo-site (C to D). In the remaining
56% of centers, oxidation of QH2 involves, in addition to the
above, dissociation from the gx � 1.80 complex, movement of
ISP from the b- to the c-interface, and exchange of Q for QH2,
as shown by the transition A	 to B in the scheme.

Electron Transfer Events Leading to Oxidation of ISP—Re-
cent studies of the isolated Rb. sphaeroides enzyme photoacti-
vated via ruthenium complexes have measured the rate con-
stant for reduction of cyt c1 by ISP directly, to give a value of
8 
 104 s�1 (34, 35), which is the same as our earlier estimate
(k � 105 s�1) within experimental error (32, 33, 58). The reac-
tion had an activation barrier �18 kJ mol�1, similar to that of
the partial reactions involving ISP previously reported (33).
From the lack of a dependence of rate on driving force, Eng-
strom et al. (35) concluded that another process leading to the
reactive configuration must be the rate-limiting step. Following
the nomenclature of Davidson (67), they suggested that the
electron transfer reaction was gated, and that the gating might
involve a movement of the ISP head. The reaction (reduction of
cyt c1 by ISPH) was some 60-fold faster than the rate-limiting
step, so this gating could not represent a limiting process for
the transfer of electrons from QH2 to cyt c1.

We suggested that the difference in the kinetics of cyt c1

reduction in the presence and absence of myxothiazol might
reflect a more direct path for electron transfer under the former
conditions, and that the slower rate of reduction in the absence
of inhibitor might include the need for movement of ISPred from
the b-interface, where a fraction would be bound in the gx �
1.80 complex (33). Uncertainty about the fraction precluded
rigorous analysis. As mentioned above, determination of the
binding constant involved in formation of the gx � 1.80 complex
now allows us to estimate this fraction. However, the change in
Em of ISP in the presence of myxothiazol also gives rise to a
change in equilibrium constant, and this could provide an
alternative explanation for the difference kinetics. In the ab-
sence of inhibitor, the Keq for electron transfer from ISP to cyt
c1 is �0.3, so the oxidation of ISPred shows a thermodynamic
“lag” or hysteresis compared with that of cyt c1. In the presence
of myxothiazol, Keq is �1, and the hysteresis disappears.

To evaluate the relative contributions of these two mecha-
nisms to the observed kinetics, it is necessary to know how the
thermodynamic hysteresis will affect the observed kinetics.
The simplest computer model is one in which all components of
the high potential chain are in equilibrium, and two oxidizing
equivalents are introduced into the high potential chain to give
a rate of cyt c1 oxidation to match that determined by experi-
ment. The data shown in Fig. 6A are from such a simulation,
and demonstrate how the hysteresis affects the kinetics of
oxidation of ISP compared with cyt c1.

In the program, oxidizing equivalents to a total of two were
added to the initially fully reduced high potential chain in 1000
steps, with the “kinetics” indicated in Fig. 6A. At each step, the
program calculated the poise of each redox component needed
to give a total of redox equivalents to match those added. This
was achieved by finding after each step the global Eh value that
gave the expected total oxidizing equivalents, assuming equi-

librium among all four redox centers, with the Em values and
relative stoichiometry for RC (P), cyt c2, cyt c1, and ISP indi-
cated, as below.
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For the simulations in Fig. 6A, values were: for P�/P (i � 0)
atot � 2, Em � 450 mV; cyt c2 (i � 1) atot � 1, Em � 340 mV; ISP

FIG. 6. Simulation of the kinetics in the high potential chain
on addition of two oxidizing equivalents. A, simulated kinetics
with Em ISP 300 mV; B, comparison of expected kinetics for cyt c2, cyt
c1, and ISP, with Em ISP at 300 mV, or (after addition of myxothiazol,
indicated by (m)) at 260 mM; C, simulated difference kinetics (with and
without myxothiazol) for cyt c2 (light gray), cyt c1 (gray), and the sum of
these (black) (all shown by heavy lines), superimposed on the observed
difference in the transient kinetics of cyt ct (taken from the data of Fig.
5C). Em values for other components were: P�/P, 450 mV; cyt c2, 340
mV; cyt c1 270 mV. See text for details of other parameters used in the
simulations.
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(i � 2) atot � 1, Em � 300 mV; and cyt c1 (i � 3) atot � 1, Em �
270 mV. The set of simultaneous equations was solved by
iteration, changing the value of Eh until the difference Nadded �
Nexpected was less than a test value of 0.0005.

The calculated extents of oxidation of cyt c1 and ISP are
shown; the traces demonstrate how the thermodynamic hys-
teresis gives rise to a kinetic hysteresis in the oxidation of ISP.
It should be noted that the difference in the kinetics of these
two components is determined entirely by the difference in
their Em values, and hence Keq for the electron transfer be-
tween them. In Fig. 6B, the calculated oxidation levels for all
components except the RC (which remained reduced) are
shown at two values for the Em of ISP, either 300 or 260 mV,
appropriate for the absence or presence (m) of myxothiazol,
with other parameters held constant. In Fig. 6C, the data are
combined to show a simulation of the difference in kinetics of
cyt c1 plus c2 expected from the change in Em on addition of
myxothiazol, and these traces are superimposed on the ob-
served kinetic transient from the experiments in Fig. 5C. From
the reasonable fit, it will be apparent that the transient differ-
ence in kinetics is largely explained by the change in Em. As a
consequence, we have to assume that the rate constant for
reduction of cyt c1 by ISP is not greatly affected by the presence
of myxothiazol, or by any consequent change in position of the
ISP head. Any affect must be in a time range that does not
contribute strongly to the observed kinetics.

From the above analysis, the kinetic arguments previously
used to set limits to the electron transfer kinetics between ISP
and cyt c1 can be seen to apply to all the processes leading to
reduction of cyt c1 (dissociation of the gx � 1.80 complex,
movement of ISP from b- to c-interface, and association to form
the reaction complex with cyt c1), because the effects of the
binding equilibria are “felt” by the electron transfer reaction.
All equilibria contributing to the electron sharing between
ISPBH and cyt c1

� are rapid compared with the observed rate
of reduction of cyt c1. In the absence of myxothiazol, some 80%
of the ISP is involved in formation of the gx � 1.80 complex, so
the combined kinetic contributions must be �30 �s.

We have now identified two factors contributing to the
120-�s lag in the kinetics of reduction of cyt bH, a 50-�s lag in
the onset of cyt c1 oxidation (Fig. 2), and the hysteresis in
oxidation of ISP (Fig. 6). Without a more detailed kinetic sim-
ulation, we cannot put precise values on the fraction of the lag
that has to be accounted for by the remaining processes. How-
ever, we can place a realistic limit of �50 �s on the combined
times for dissociation of ISP from cyt c1, movement from c- to
b-interface, and binding to form the ES complex.

A similar constraint can be inferred from the data shown in
Fig. 5C. This shows three kinetic traces obtained by subtrac-
tion between traces in Fig. 5, A and B. Two of these show the
difference because of the availability of QH2 before the flash. In
one case the difference is between the kinetics measured in the
absence of myxothiazol at Eh � 100 mV and those measured at
200 mV, were no QH2 is available at the bc1 complex for �1 ms
after the flash. In the other, the difference is between the trace
at 100 mV in the absence of inhibitor, and that in the presence
of myxothiazol, when no QH2 is available because the inhibitor
blocks access to the Qo-site. The third trace shows the differ-
ence kinetics with and without myxothiazol at Eh � 200 mV. As
noted above, the point of divergence between the traces repre-
sents the time at which reducing equivalents from QH2 reach
cyt c1. The lag time indicated for the difference with and with-
out myxothiazol (�130 �s) is taken with reference to the hys-
teresis attributable to the �Em induced by myxothiazol (as
shown by the third trace). The lag time for the difference
because of reduction of the pool (�190 �s) compares traces
measured at two different redox potentials. Both estimates
could include some error, and the values indicate a possible
range. In either case, the arrival of electrons at cyt c1 is not
much different from the time at which the first oxidizing equiv-
alent reaches the Qo-site (�120 �s, Fig. 4). However, the move-
ment of the ISP extrinsic head has to go through at least one
additional transit between b- and c-interfaces to deliver the
electron to cyt c1; additional factors contributing to the intrinsic
kinetics are the leaving times and binding times at the docking

FIG. 7. Simulation of the kinetics of the high potential chain of
the isolated complex on reduction with electrons delivered with
the kinetics indicated by the observed rate of cyt bH reduction,
or the electrogenic events. A, reduction by one electron (to simulate
the kinetics seen in the presence of antimycin). B, reduction by two
electrons (to simulate the kinetics seen in the absence of antimycin). In
each section, the top trace was that used as input to simulate the rate
of QH2 oxidation at the Qo-site in the program. The slopes labeled
“observed rate” are the rates that would be observed if the only con-
straints were those of the modified Q-cycle. The traces labeled “ISP �
cyt c1” were obtained by summing the computed curves labeled “ISP”
and “cyt c1.” See text for details of the simulation.

FIG. 8. Simulation of the kinetics of the high potential chain of
the complex in chromatophores on flash excitation with the
pool 30% reduced. It was assumed that electrons are delivered with
the kinetics indicated by the observed rate of cyt bH reduction, or the
electrogenic events. A, kinetics in the presence of antimycin. It was
assumed that re-reduction was limited to one electron arriving with the
same kinetics as seen in the reduction of cyt bH, as expected from the
modified Q-cycle. B, kinetics in the absence of inhibitors. It was as-
sumed that re-reduction was limited to two electrons arriving with the
kinetics indicated by the electrogenic events associated with turnover of
the Qo-site (to simulate the kinetics seen in the absence of antimycin).
See text for details.
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interfaces (see Scheme 2, legend). All these processes must be
rapid compared with the time scale of the transients measured,
and when combined must account for �60 �s.

Simulation of the Reduction Kinetics for Cyt bH and c1—The
distribution of electrons among the redox centers following
flash illumination could be modeled in the context of the mod-
ified Q-cycle as outlined under “Discussion.” Implicit in the
model was the assumption that the kinetics of equilibrium
between heme bL and heme bH, and between ISP and cyt c1,
were rapid compared with the rate determining step, and that
the equilibrium constants calculated from measured Em values
were not modified by secondary interactions. We now show that
the recent challenge to these assumptions (cf. Refs. 36–38) can
be tested against the observed kinetic data, and demonstrate
that not only the poise (50, 51), but also the supposedly anom-
alous kinetics, can be explained in the same framework of the
modified Q-cycle.

It is generally agreed that in the presence of antimycin, the
rate of reduction of heme bH reflects the rate of QH2 oxidation
at the Qo-site, and we have demonstrated above that the rate in
the absence of antimycin, as monitored by the electrochromic
change, is the same. The kinetics of these two reactions can
therefore be used as tokens for the flux through the bifurcated
reaction in the antimycin-inhibited and the uninhibited com-
plex, respectively. In Figs. 7 and 8 we use these tokens to ask
how the high potential chain will behave kinetically as one or
two electrons are introduced at this rate into the oxidized
chain, assuming that equilibration between ISP and cyt c1 is
instantaneous.

In Fig. 7, the “reaction” was assumed to start with the fully
oxidized complex, and the algorithm above was used to calcu-
late the poise at each step as reducing equivalents were added
to the simplified high potential chain (cyt c1 and ISP), with the
kinetics of cyt bH reduction in the presence of antimycin, or of
the electrogenic reactions associated with QH2 oxidation, as
indicated. It will be obvious that the general behavior is similar
to that reported for the mitochondrial complexes. We have
made no effort to simulate the kinetics in the b-heme chain in
the absence of inhibitor, because the reduction of heme bH

through the Qi-site is not expected to affect the kinetics of
turnover of the Qo-site. In our simulation, we have assumed
that in the presence of antimycin, the Qo-site is constrained to
a single turnover by the low equilibrium constant, as discussed
above. However, for comparison with the observed kinetics
using mitochondrial complexes, we recognize that with lower
potential donors, or an excess of ubiquinone as donor, some
reduction of heme bL would occur, with a corresponding in-
creased yield of reducing equivalents in the high potential
chain. We have further assumed that the Em values of the
components, including ubiquinone, are those for the chromato-
phore system. Adjustment of parameters to correspond with
the experimental conditions used in stopped-flow experiments
could obviously be used to explore the kinetic effects more
thoroughly.

Simulation of the kinetics in the chromatophore system is
more straightforward, because the parameters are better con-
trolled. The traces in Fig. 8 were obtained by assuming a
system initially poised at 100 mV (so that the high potential
chain was completely reduced, but QH2 was available in the
pool), and incorporating the kinetics of oxidation of the high
potential chain through a monotonic introduction of oxidizing
equivalents starting at the time of the flash with k � 1.25 
 104

s�1, and an amplitude scaled to the total reaction center
concentration.

Nox�equiv. � (1 � exp{�kt}) 
 [RC] 
 saturation of flash (Eq. 4)

We assumed that the stoichiometry of the chain was deter-
mined by the ratio 2:1:1 for the RC, cyt c2, and bc1 complex,
respectively (as measured by the maximal extents following 8
flashes in the presence of antimycin), and that the flash was
saturating. It will be apparent that the features of the kinetics
that had seemed anomalous in the context of a simplistic in-
terpretation of the Q-cycle are reproduced quite precisely (com-
pare with traces in Fig. 1).

It is important to reiterate that in all simulations, the mis-
match of the reduction kinetics seen between the electron input
trace and the simulated cyt c1 or ct traces resulted entirely from
the equilibrium constants used, because instantaneous sharing
of electrons between ISP and the c cytochromes was assumed.
At pH 7.0, the higher potential of the ISP (Em � 300 mV)
results in an exaggeration of this mismatch because of the
hysteresis in reduction of cyt c1 (Em � 270 mV) compared with
ISP.

Conclusions—We have demonstrated several important fea-
tures of the Q-cycle catalyzed by the bc1 complex in Rb. spha-
eroides chromatophores. 1) Apart from the rate-limiting step,
all rates for processes associated with movement of the ISP,
including dissociation from and association with binding sites,
are more rapid than can be measured directly in these exper-
iments. However, our simple analysis shows an upper limit for
the overall half-time of �50 �s. The rate constants for the
contributing partial processes must all be greater than 2 
 104

s�1. 2) The apparent activation energies for transient processes
to which movement of the ISP must contribute were in the
range �20 kJ mol�1, and the Arrhenius plots were relatively
linear. Any partial processes that contribute to these transients
and that have higher activation barriers must be so rapid that
they do not limit even at the lowest temperatures measured
(10 °C). 3) The rate of quinol oxidation at the Qo-site is not
modified by binding of antimycin at the Qi-site. It is therefore
unlikely that occupancy of the Qi-site has any direct affect on
the Qo-site. 4) The apparent mismatch between the kinetics of
reduction of cyt c1 and bH is as expected from the modified
Q-cycle, and presents no anomaly. Movement of the ISP head is
not the cause of the disparity, and all processes associated with
movement are rapid compared with the rate-limiting step. 5)
The kinetics are entirely compatible with a mechanism in
which release of ISP from the product state following transfer
of the first electron occurs without delay, but at a rate deter-
mined by the electron transfer, which is limiting under condi-
tions of saturation by substrates. Within the �50-�s con-
straints noted above, there is no evidence for any gating
phenomenon through which the reactions of the high potential
chain are limited by later electron transfer events.

Although our conclusions are definitive only for the reactions
of the bc1 complex measured in situ in the membranes of Rb.
sphaeroides, we believe that they can also reasonably be ex-
tended to the mitochondrial complexes. Because the explana-
tion for the “anomalous” kinetics appears to be simple and
straightforward, it is incumbent on those who work with the
mitochondrial complexes to demonstrate that their effects re-
quire a more complex interpretation.
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